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Abstract
Based on a sample of 8000 manually segmented
video images acquired in a subway station, we examine if heads of pedestrians can be detected by use of
wavelet features and parameter free statistical classifiers. In particular we address the question of which
wavelet filter to use for feature generation and how
to model class conditional densities of features. We
show that a markov chain based approach in combination with HAAR-waveletsis a good compromise
between high recognition rates and computational
efficiency. The latter is required since developed algorithms are supposed to run on a dedicated low
cost hardware.
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simple and reliable signal processing methods have
to be developed. In the following we examine the
suitability of wavelet features in conjunction with
efficient parameter free statistical classifiers. In particular we address the question of which wavelet filter pair and class conditional density model to use.
Our results are based on a sample of 8000 manually segmented video images in which 140 000 head
centroids of pedestrians were labeled.
Our basic assumption is that pedestrians head's
form a texture which is clearly discernible from scene
background by use of wavelet features and parameter free statistical classifiers. It has been shown
before (e.g. [5, 31) that wavelet features can be used
for texture discrimination. However it has not been
tried to detect human heads with this approach.

Introduction

The research project "Intelligent Train Platform" is performed with participation of PLETTAC
ELECTRONICS - a camera and security equipment
provider, VAG Nuremberg - an operator of a public transport subway net and the Bavarian Research
Center for Knowledge Based Systems (FORWISS).
Our goals are t o increase passenger safety and to
minimize the time a train has to stop in a subway
station. Among the tasks to be solved is the detection of arriving and departing trains, recognition of
intrusions into the rail area and detection of people
on the platform. This in conjunction with object
tracking mechanisms can be used by a scene analysis module for interpretation of pedestrian and train
traffic in a subway station. Minimization of train
stop time is t o be achieved by automatic recognition of the end of pedestrian traffic between train
and platform - a procedure currently done by the
train driver. The basis for our system are video images of which an example is given in figure 1. The
field of view extends over approximately 50m.
Ultimately the whole system has to be executable
on a dedicated low cost hardware. Hence efficient,
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Related works

Colmenarez et al. ([2]) used first order markov
processes and grey value features to detect frontal
human faces in photos. An optimal markov process with regard to a class discrimination measure
was constrcuted with a minimum spanning tree approach. Very good results were obtained for a sample ten times smaller than ours. Figure 1 shows
that in our case most pedestrians look away from
the camera. This makes a frontal view approach
infeasable.
Regazzoni et al. ([6])assumed that any grey
value change in the image was due to pedestrian
movement. Hence substraction of subsequent video
frames could be used to find pedestrians. Then the
number of people in a crowd was estimated by use
of edge detectors and Kalman filters. In our case
there are at least two more reasons for grey value
changes: i) Incoming and departing trains and ii)
Lighting changes in outdoor subway stations. This
means that a more sophisticated crowd detection approach must be developed.

Detection of crowds of people in images of a video
stream can be reduced to the following question: For
each input pixel at a position (x, y) of an image s
from a video stream S it has to be decided whether
it belongs t o class 520 = "scene background" or class
R1 = "head of pedestrian". It was chosen to do this
by use of a Bayes Classifier to minimize the error
rate. Hence the comparison

has to be performed for every pixel of the input
image. po(s) and pl(s) are the a priori probabilities of classes Ro and R1 in image s. c(s, x, y) is
some feature vector at position (x, y) of the image
s. p(c(s,x, y)(R,), K. = 0 , l is the class conditional
density of class 0,.
If components ck of feature vector

are statistically independent,p(c(s, x, y)lR,) can be
modeled as

This is a product of n one dimensional densities
which can be approximated using bin histograms
with b bins.
Dependencies, both linear and nonlinear, of pairs
of feature vector components can be modeled with
stochastic automata M , using b finite states. An
automaton M , for class R, is defined such that it
accepts a feature vector c(s, x, y) with the following
probability

This equation is made up of several steps: First
each component ck of C(S,x, y) is quantized into
one of b discrete values by a corresponding quantization function qk(ck): R -+ (0,. . . ,b - 1). This
gives discrete automaton states uk = qk(ck), k =
0, . . . ,n - 1. In the second step a transition probability ~p,,,,~+,(k)is computed for every pair ck, ck+l
of subsequent feature vector components. Finally
all transition probabilities are multiplied to get the
probability of acceptance for c(s, x, y).
Transition probabilities ,puk,uk+l
(k) are estimated from a sample R, = {co,. . . ,c,) of labeled
feature vectors in the following way:

Both equations (1) and (2) can be implemented
in a very simple manner: For equation (1) a one
dimensional bin histogram is needed. This can be
implemented by looking up probabilities p(ck IRK)
in precomputed one dimensional tables. For equation (2) two dimensional tables are neccessary. Here
probabilities Kpuk,uk+l(k)
are taken from position
( U ~ , U ~of+ a~ precomputed
)
look up table. Generalisations to more dimensions are possible ([2]).
Stochastic automata are also known as "markov
chains" or "markov processes".
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Wavelet Features

For the ability of decomposing images into multiple resolutions and for efficiency reasons wavelet
features were chosen. A multiscale approach should
help to detect pedestrians at varying distances to the
observation camera. It has for example been shown
by Fatemi-Ghomi ([3]) that wavelet features can be
used for texture discrimination. In addition Randen ( [ 5 ] ) reported that texture segmentation with
wavelet features yields only a slight degredation in
performance when compared to other feature computation approaches.
An introduction to wavelets can be found in Burrus ([I]) and Mallat ([4]). In the following Mallat's notation will be used to explain how local feature vectors c(s, x, y) were computed by picking up
wavelet coefficients across scales.
Let
be a one dimensional scaling function
and 9 the corresponding one dimensional wavelet.
Two dimensional scaling functions and wavelets
are constructed by @(x,y) = @(x)@(y),19(x,
y) =
@ ( ~ ) 9 ( ~ ) , 2Y)
9 ( ~=, *(X)@(Y) and 39(x, Y) =
9 ( x ) 9 ( y ) . Operators A2j and iD21 project the input signal s ( ~y), into wavelet decomposition subspaces of scale 2j:

+

where (., .) denotes the inner product of two functions. The computation of A,, and iD21 with a

QMF Filter pair is explained in Burrus ([I]) and
Mallat ([4]). As a result of the operators a resolution hierarchy of wavelet coefficients is obtained. Its
tree structure is shown in figure 3. Feature vectors
were formed by picking up coefficients across scales
in this tree:

the histogram based approach of equation (1) because higher foreground recognition rates 81 can
be achieved when stochastic automata are used.
~~S
We concluded to use the H A A R - W ~ Vfor~ ~future experiments since it yielded a good compromise between recognition rates and computational
efficiency.
Our implementation takes 1s on a Sun Ultra
Sparc IIIwith 296Mht to classify one image. Future
work will have to concentrate on increasing background recognition rates 00. Current rates are not
practical yet. Figure 2 shows that there are still too
many false classification results in background class
Ro.
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t(o) says which operator Azt(.) and i D 2 t ( . )has been
applied to the input signal s(x, y). o is the maximal
decomposition depth.
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Results

To verify our approach a video stream of 8000 images was sampled at 5Hz and digitized to grayscale
images of 352 x 288 pixels. In this stream 140 000
centroids of pedestrians head's were labeled manually. To do this efficiently a GUI was designed and
implemented using JAVA.The first 4000 images were
used for training purposes while the other half of
the images served as a test set. Around each head
centroid a bounding box of the head area was approximated with a rectangle. The size of the rectangle was chosen proportional to the image's scanline.
This was convenient approximation of pedestrian's
distance t o the observation camera.
Recognition rates Bo,t91,8 for a videostream S
consisting of images s E S were computed by

where cbg(s) counted the number of correctly found
background pixels of class Ro in image s and ibg(s)
the number of incorrectly classified background pixels of class Ro. cf g(s) and if g(s) are the corresponding measures for class R1, i.e. foreground pixels. In
addition Bhit shows the percentage of head regions
for which a t least one pixel from the head's bounding
box area was classified correctly.
F'rom tables 1 and 2 we see that the markov
chain based approach of equation (2) outperforms
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Figure 1: manually segmented input image

Table 1: Wavelet based recognition
bin histograms, b = 50, t ( o ) = 5

heads with

Figure 2: A classification result of the markov chain
based approach,b = 50,t(o) = 5
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Table 2: Wavelet based recognition of heads with
markov chains, b = 50, t ( o ) = 5
Figure 3: Waveletdecomposition of an input signal
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